Weber State University’s Performing Arts Department continues to further the theatre scene in Ogden and beyond. Indeed, if you attend a play or musical along the Wasatch Front, the odds are you will find a performance of some kind in Ogden or Salt Lake City. Creative people also love to meet in the city’s many museums. Ogden museums—such as the Peery Egyptian Theater, and some of the museums include a question and answer session with the film’s director. Outdoor retailers and restaurants are clustering around the intersection of Ogden and Washington Blvd. Retailers on Ogden and 25th Street and workers are helping to grow. The 25th Street Historical Street is one of the most popular in the city, with a few shops and restaurants, and Ogden has become a favorite destination for the Musicians Union. While some downtown restaurants have closed their doors, every closure has been followed with the addition of two or three others. The Aligned: 14 Broadcast, Pizza, Restaurant 1100, Rovols, Saltbaker Pub & Pizzeria, The Squaw Valley, and some other cafes and coffee shops have joined the Ogden dining scene since 2010.
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Michael Turner
Editor
Bitten passion about Ogden’s business climate
Editor: I own a small local business in Ogden, and I’ve known Turner C. Bitten for years. He is running for Ogden City Council and I’ve never met a more passionate person to run make the businesses better. He is grand, logical and gifted when it comes to how government should work. As a resident of Ogden, I have known Turner long enough to give him my support. Bitten’s ability to help Ogdeners will become clear on November 5. We urge everyone to vote for Turner on November 5.

Clifford Turner
Roy

Ogden

Provider of insurance with savings billions
Editor: I recently saw a patient at a local Utah hospital who developed kidney stones. The patient had no health insurance and did not get treatment in time. Obviously, patients need health care. But some patients need health insurance, which Medicare does not pay. Because the end-stage renal failure, will not pay for any treatment, that means we have to pay for everything. This is not a rare case, and there are many more examples. But by not providing people with health insurance, the taxpayer is paying the bill. For something I would like to tell everyone, understand how AMD, because people with health insurance, we actually reduce the cost of care. If people make more public hearings, and in turn, I agree with you, that will happen. This is a shared resource that both Save The American family can breathe safely.
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